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Academic Publications

Extracted from the EUI institutional repository Cadmus on 25 February 2020

475 Total number of Robert Schuman Centre’s Academic Publications 2019 (total EUI 2019: 996)

Comprised of
- 42 Books
- 46 Contributions to Books
- 163 Articles
- 107 Working Papers
- 51 Other (Lectures, Policy Papers and Briefs)
- 63 Research Project Reports
- 3 Datasets

Books


ARRIGHI, Jean-Thomas, and STJEPANOVIC, Dejan (ed/s). Where borders migrate: the rescaling of territory and citizenship in Europe. Special Issue of Ethnopolitics, 2019, Vol. 18, No. 3.


PAPACONSTANTINOU, George (Georgios), and PISANI-FERRY, Jean (ed/s). *Global Governance: demise or transformation?*. Florence: European University Institute, 2019.


TEMPRANO ARROYO, Heliodoro. *Using EU aid to address the root causes of migration and refugee flows*. Florence: European University Institute, 2019.


**Contributions to books**


ALLOISIO, Isabella, and BORGHESI, Simone. “Climate change mitigation” in LEAL FILHO, Walter, AZUL, Anabela Marisa, BRANDLI, Luciana, GÖKCIN ÖZUYAR, Pinar and WALL, Tony


GEDDES, Andrew. “Migration: warum migration zu einer krise wurde und was als nächstes zu tun ist” in ALLMENDINGER, Jutta, JARREN, Otfrid, KAUFMANN, Christine, KRIESI, Hanspeter, and KÜBLER, Dorothea (eds). Zeitenwende: kurze


Articles


ARRIGHI, Jean-Thomas, and STJEPANOVIC, Dejan. Introduction: the rescaling of territory and citizenship in Europe. Ethnopolitics (2019), Online First.


ASSIRELLI, Giulia, BARONE, Carlo, and RECCHI, Ettore. ‘You better move on’: determinants and labor market outcomes of graduate migration from Italy. International Migration Review, Vol. 53 (2019), No. 1, pp. 4-25.


BLOCK, Laura ‘(Im-)proper’ members with ‘(im-)proper’ families?: framing spousal migration policies in Germany. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies (2019), Online First.

BOFFA, Mauro, JANSSEN, Marion, and SOLLEDER, Olga. Do we need deeper trade agreements for GVCS or just a bit?. World Economy, Vol. 42 (2019), No. 6, pp. 1713-1739.


BULFONE, Fabio. The state strikes back: industrial policy, regulatory power and the divergent performance of telefonica


DINAS, Elias, MATAKOS, Konstantinos, XEFTERIS, Dimitrios, and HANGARTNER, Dominik. Waking up the Golden Dawn: does exposure to the refugee crisis increase support for extreme-right parties?. Political Analysis, Vol. 27 (2019), No. 2, pp. 244-254.


EMANUELE, Vincenzo, MAGGINI, Nicola, and PAPARO, Aldo. The times they are a-changin': party campaign strategies in the 2018 Italian election. West European Politics (2019), Online First.


MARTIN, Philip, and RUHS, Martin. Labour market realism and the global compacts on migration and refugees. International Migration (2019), Online First.


REILJAN, Andres. “Fear and loathing across party lines” (also) in Europe: affective polarisation in European party systems. European Journal of Political Research (2019), Online First.


REILJAN, Andres. “Fear and loathing across party lines” (also) in Europe: affective polarisation in European party systems. European Journal of Political Research (2019), Online First.


REILJAN, Andres. “Fear and loathing across party lines” (also) in Europe: affective polarisation in European party systems. European Journal of Political Research (2019), Online First.


ZUCCOTTI, Carolina Viviana, and O’REILLY, Jacqueline. Ethnicity, gender and household effects on becoming NEET: an

Working Papers


ALCOVER, Maria; and CROWLEY, Meredith A. China - Broiler Products (Article 21.5 – United States) (DS427): can the sum of the parts be less than the whole? European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/71, Global Governance Programme, 362.

AL-JABASSINI, Abdullah. From rebel rule to a post-capitulation era in Daraa Southern Syria: the impacts and outcomes of rebel behaviour during negotiations. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/06.


BELLAMY, Richard (Richard Paul), and KRÖGER, Sandra. Differentiated integration as a fair scheme of cooperation. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/27.


BLATTER, Joachim, and BAUBÖCK, Rainer (ed/s); Let me vote in your country, and I’ll let you vote in mine: a proposal for transnational democracy. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/25, Global Governance Programme, 340.


CARRERA, Sergio, VOSYLIUTE, Lina, VANKOVA, Zvezda, LAURENTSYEVA, Nadzeya, FERNANDES, Meena, DENNISON, James, and GUERIN, Julia. The cost of non-Europe in the area of legal migration. CEPS Paper in Liberty and Security in Europe, 2019/01.


DE MELO, Jaime, and SOLLEDER, Jean-Marc. The role of an environmental goods agreement in the quest to improve the regime complex for climate change. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/55, Global Governance Programme, 352.

DE WITTE, Bruno. The law as tool and constraint of differentiated integration. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/47.


DENNISON, James, and MENDES, Mariana S. When do populist radical right parties succeed?: salience, stigma, and the case of the end of Iberian ‘exceptionalism’; European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/26.


EVENETT, Simon. ‘We can also do stupid’: the EU’s response to America First protectionism. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/52, Global Governance Programme, 349.


FRANCOIS, Joseph, WHITTAKER, Janet; Colombia: measures relating to the importation of textiles, apparel and footwear (DS461). European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/50, Global Governance Programme, 347.


HOXHAJ, Rezart, VINK, Maarten Peter, and PROKIC-BREUER, Tijana. Immigrant naturalisation, employment and occupational status in western Europe. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/16.


LAMBRECHT, Ingrid, and VALCZEK, Peggy. Monitoring online media pluralism in Flanders: lessons drawn from DIAMOND SBO studies; European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/67.


LANATI, Mauro, and THIELE, Rainer. International student flows from developing countries: do donors have an impact? European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/49.

LANATI, Mauro. Ideological conditionality of foreign aid during the Cold War: did Western Allies follow the US? European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/54, Global Governance Programme, 351.


MARTENSSON, Moa, ÖSTERMAN, Marcus, PALME, Joakim, and RUHS, Martin. Reciprocity in welfare institutions and attitudes to free movement in EU receiving countries. REMINDER, Migration Policy Centre and Uppsala Universitet, 2019.

MARTIN, Philip, and RUHS, Martin. Labour market realism and the global compacts on migration and refugees.
European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/23.


MAVROIDIS, Petros C., NEVEN, Damien J. Greening the WTO: EGA, tariff concessions and policy likeness. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/07, Global Governance Programme, 333.


NORI, Michele. Herding through uncertainties – regional perspectives: exploring the interfaces between pastoralists and uncertainty: results from a literature review; European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/68, Global Governance Programme, 359.


ORGAD, Liav, REIJERS, and Wessel Hubert Maria (ed/s). A dystopian future?: the rise of social credit systems. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/94.


ÖSTERMAN, Marcus, PALME, Joakim, and RUHS, Martin. National institutions and the fiscal effects of EU migrants. REMINDER, Migration Policy Centre and Uppsala Universitet, 2019.

PALME, Joakim, and RUHS, Martin. Indicators of labour markets and welfare states in the European Union. REMINDER, Migration Policy Centre and Uppsala Universitet, 2019.


PRUSA, Thomas J., and VERMULST, Edwin. Indonesia – safeguard on certain iron or steel products: if it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then it is not a duck. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/83, Global Governance Programme, 372.

RECCHI, Ettore, DEUTSCHMANN, Emanuël, and VESPE, Michele. Estimating transnational human mobility on a


SCHRAMM, Lucas. Solidarity: from the heart or by force?: the failed German leadership in the EU’s refugee and migrant crisis. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/01, Global Governance Programme, 332.

SETTEMBRI, Pierpaolo. ‘If I can make it there, I’ll make it anywhere’: online platforms meet the European Union. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, 2019/35.


Other (Lectures, Policy Papers and Policy Briefs)


**Research Project Reports**


**BARESH**, Manhal. The Sochi agreement and the interests of guarantor states: examining the aims and challenges of sustaining the deal. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Middle East Directions, 2019/10.


BROGI, Elda, NENADIC, Iva, VIOLA DE AZEVEDO CUNHA, Mario, and PARCU, Pier Luigi. Assessing certain recent developments in the Hungarian media market through the prism of the media pluralism monitor. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom, 2019/01.


DAHER, Joseph. The dynamics and evolution of UAE-Syria relations: between expectations and obstacles. European University Institute Robert Schuman Centre, Middle East Directions, Wartime and Post-Conflict in Syria, 2019/14.


FAVIER, Agnes, and KOSTRZ, Marie. Local elections: is Syria moving to reassert central control? First chapter: Europe. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Migration Policy Centre, Gulf Labor Markets, Migration and Population Programme, 2019/01.


GADE, Tine. *Islam keeping violent Jihadism at bay in times of Daesh: state religious institutions in Lebanon, Morocco and Saudi Arabia since 2013*. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Middle East Directions and Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), 2019/04.


HAMDJ, Mohamed, and KIES, Raphaël. *The funding of the online press: from its origin to the temporary state subsidies*. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom, 2019/03.

HATAHET, Sinan. *The political economy of the autonomous administration of north and east Syria*. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Middle East Directions, Wartime and Post-Conflict in Syria, 2019/16.


MARCU, Andrei, BORGHESI, Simone, STOEFS, Wijnand, ALLOISIO, Isabella, NICOLLI, Francesca, and VANGENECHTEN, Domien. *The EU’s NDC after the Talanoa dialogue*. European Roundtable on Climate Change and Sustainable Transition, Florence School of Regulation, Climate, 2019.


ZIAD, Awad. *Iran in Deir ez-Zor: strategy, expansion, and opportunities*. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Middle East Directions, Wartime and Post-Conflict in Syria, 2019/05.

ZIAD, Awad. *The Rebuilding of Syrian Regime Networks in the City of Deir Ez-Zor: Identifying key local players*. European University Institute-Robert Schuman Centre, Middle East Directions, Wartime and Post-Conflict in Syria, 2019/05.

Datasets


Appendix II

Opinion Pieces

17 December 2019: London must finally decide just what kind of Brexit it wants, by Brigid Laffan published on The Irish Times.

2 December 2019: The UK and the EU Should Prevent Mutual Assured Damage, by Jean Pisani-Ferry published on Project Syndicate.


12 November 2019: Europe failed immigrants after the Berlin Wall fell, now it risks doing the same, by Anna Triandafyllidou, published on Open Democracy.


1 October 2019: Europe’s New Politics: Transnationalism vs. the Nation, by Liesbet Hooghe, published on Friends of Europe.

30 September 2019: How to Ward Off the Next Recession, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.

8 September 2019: The Conflict Between Brazilian Sovereignty and Saving the Planet, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on The Business Post.

6 September 2019: Europe Can Only Watch and Wait as Brexit Drama Plays Out, by Brigid Laffan, published on The Irish Times.

2 September 2019: Dousing the Sovereignty Wildfire, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.


22 August 2019: Russia and China’s Cosplay Alliance, by Mark Galeotti, published on the Moscow Times.


31 July 2019: The Coming Clash Between Climate and Trade, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.

28 July 2019: Europe’s Greens Are on Fire... and it’s not just because of the Sweating Heat, by James Dennison, published on The Guardian.


24 July 2019: Boris Johnson’s Russian Oligarch Problem, by Mark Galeotti, published on Foreign Policy.


1 July 2019: Farewell, Flat World, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.

1 July 2019: How a Migrant Rescue Boat Became a Symbol for a Divided Europe, by Andrea Mammone, published on The Washington Post.

1 July 2019: A New Cold War in Africa, by Mehari Taddele Maru, published on Al Jazeera.

29 June 2019: La Préservation du Climat, une Bonne Raison de s’Endetter, by Jean-Pisani-Ferry, published on Le Monde.


30 May 2019: Europe’s Citizens Say They Want a More Political EU, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.

30 May 2019: Power shifts as European Elections Come of Age, by Brigid Laffan, published on The Irish Times.

29 May 2019: Italy’s Drift Towards the Fascist Right Is not as Inevitable as Salvini Wants You to Think, by Andrea Mammone, published on The Independent.


20 May 2019: Corruption and Populism Are the West’s Weaknesses, Not Moscow’s Invention, by Mark Galeotti, published on The Moscow Times.

30 April 2019: La Lega, i Libri e il Fascismo, by Andrea Mammone, published on La Quarta Repubblica.


18 April 2019: Orban’s Hungary in Europe, a Problem of Hypocrisy, by Andrea Mammone, published on Reset DOC.

15 April 2019: Italy Has Edged Closer to Fascism with a Startling Attack on Academic Freedom, by Andrea Mammone, published on The Independent.

13 April 2019: The UK Is Discovering it Is a Cold Place Outside the Room, by Brigid Laffan, published on The Irish Times.


4 April 2019: Normalising Fascism in the EU, by Andrea Mammone, published on Social Europe.

1 April 2019: Europe and the New Imperialism, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.

22 March 2019: Are We Seeing a Second Save of the Arab Spring?, by Georges Fahmi, published on Chatham House.


20 March 2019: May’s Way, the Highway or ... a Brexit Delay? The View from Europe, by Brigid Laffan, published on The Guardian.


7 March 2019: L’immigrazione Oltre la Crisi dei Rifugiati. Perché è importante per il Futuro dell’Europa, by Tiziana Capanio published on La Repubblica.

27 February 2019: The Case for Green Realism, by Jean Pisani-Ferry, published on Project Syndicate.


7 February 2019: Why Ireland’s Resolve Must Hold, by Brigid Laffan, published on LSE Brexit blog.


28 January 2019: Is Late Putinism Dead or only Resting?, by Mark Galeotti, published on Raam op Rusland.


### Photo Albums

**Robert Schuman Flickr Channel**

**44 Albums**


30 November 2019: The Cities, Mobility and Membership research Collaborative Launch.

22 November 2019: GlobalCit Annual Conference The Value of Citizenship for Individuals and States.


8 November 2019: Eastern Europe 30 Years After the Fall of the Berlin Wall.

22 October 2019: MEDirections Annual Conference | Conflicts and Natural Resources in the MENA Region and its Immediate Neighbourhood.

17 October 2019: Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) EU Politics.

14 October 2019: Consegna delle Chiavi della Città a Richard Gere.

10 October 2019: EU LITSCO Workshop | Hybrid Governance and Limited Statehood in the MENA Region.

7 October 2019: The Swing of the Pendulum? Centre-Right Parties in a Post-Migration Crisis Europe.

18 September 2019: Robert Schuman Centre Welcome Aperitif.

5 September 2019: Europe in the New World (Dis)order.


12 June 2019: Evidence-based Policy-making: From Data to
Decision-making.

10 June 2019: The Call for Change in Algeria: Understanding Domestic and Regional Transformations.


3 June 2019: ECPR 50th Anniversary: European Political Science at 50.

31 May 2019: Asia-EU Trade Workshop Roundtable.


23 May 2019: The Migration Policy Centre’s Annual Conference 2019: Migration Between Africa and Europe – Knowledge Production, Attitudes and Governance.

23 May 2019: The Effects of Multilevel Governance Conference:

21 May 2019: Cultural Diplomacy: What Role for Cities and Civil Society Actors?


29 April 2019: Blockchain Workshops.


20 March 2019: Cultural Pluralism in Cities of the Global South Conference.

20 March 2019: Walking with the Caravan: Exhibition.


14 February 2019: Europe in the World Research Seminar.

13 February 2019: Schuman Centre Seminar Series.

1 February 2019: Democratic Backsliding and Public Administration.

31 January 2019: Economy in War-torn Countries.


28 January 2019: Brexit – Which Way Forward?


3 January 2019: Digital Dictatorship or Digital Republic? Law and Ethics of China’s Social Credit System.

Florence School of Regulation Flickr Channel (34 Albums)


15 November 2019: How Many Gas Markets?.

5 November 2019: Global Regulatory Hub Launch.

17 October 2019: Executive Course to Master Electricity Markets.


9 October 2019: Regulating the Renewable Power Sector.


11-12 July 2019: Power to the Molecules (from Technology to Market Uptake).

1 July 2019: Shaping the EU Framework Towards 2030 and Beyond.

1 July 2019: Open Africa Power – Course Participants Visiting FSR 2019.

28 June 2019: What’s in it for All of Us? The New Role(s) of Consumers.


20 June 2019: 8th Conference on the Regulation of Infrastructures.

7 June 2019: FSR Annual Training on the Regulation of Energy Utilities – Block III Dates.

27 May 2019: Which Energy Storage for the Flexibility Needs of a Multi-Energy System?.


20 May 2019: FSR and IRENA MoU Signing Ceremony.

17 May 2019: Sector Coupling 2.0: Power to Gas in the EU Decarbonisation Strategy.


13 May 2019: Executive Seminar on Air Ticket Distribution


12 April 2019: Executive Training Seminar: Global Quest for Investment Finance for Low Carbon Economy.


25 February 2019: Local Governance for Transnational Energy Transition.

19 February 2019: The European Energy Transition: A Year Ahead of the Twenties.


Videos

Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies (RSCAS) Youtube Channel
(Watch time: 1,538.7 hours, Views: 90,926)
Tot. videos 2019: 61

18 December 2019: Keynote Speech | Ambassador Ajay Bramdeo | The Migration Policy Centre’s Annual Conference 2019

13 December 2019: Interviews | Future of Europe | TEPSA Pre-Presidency Conference | Croatia 2019

12 December 2019: Schuman Shorts #23: Salience in the Brexit Negotiations | David Moloney

12 December 2019: Hipster Antitrust, The European Way? Interview with Michal Gal | University of Haifa, Israel

12 December 2019: Hipster Antitrust, The European Way? Interview with Timothy Brennan | UMBC, USA

12 December 2019: Hipster Antitrust, The European Way? Interview with Marina Lao | Seton Hall University, USA

12 December 2019: Future of Europe | TEPSA Pre_Presidency Conference | Croatia 2019

10 December 2019: Schuman Shorts #22: Transnationalism | Gary Marks

3 December 2019: Schuman Shorts #21: Stabilisation in the MENA Region | Luigi Narbone


19 November 2019: 1. The MFF & EU Policies 2021-2027: The EU towards 2030: Roundtable Ambition or Continuity

30 October 2019: Innovation and Market Power in the Food Supply Chain: Alessandro Noce

30 October 2019: Innovation and Market Power in the Food Supply Chain: Tassos Haniotis

30 October 2019: Innovation and Market Power in the Food Supply Chain: Nicole Reynolds

15 October 2019: Schuman Shorts #19: European Values | Olivier Roy

11 October 2019: Yves Mény Annual Lecture: What the Habsburg Empire got Right and Why it Matters | Pieter M. Judson

7 October 2019: Schuman Shorts #18 Capital Markets in Europe | Jean-Jacques Van Helten

1 October 2019: Urban Development in African Cities - Nick Dines

25 September 2019: Best Paper in Water Area | Regulation of Infrastructures 2019

25 September 2019: Best Paper in Energy Area | Regulation of Infrastructures 2019

25 September 2019: Best Paper in Communications& Media Area | Regulation of Infrastructures 2019

25 September 2019: Interview Matthias Finger and Werner Stengg | Regulation of Infrastructures 2019

25 September 2019: Interview Matthias Finger and Anna Fechner | Regulation of Infrastructures 2019

25 September 2019: Best Paper of the Conference | Regulation of Infrastructures 2019

25 September 2019: What Can We Learn from Pastoralists? Michele Nori

25 September 2019: Presentation of the FSR Annual Conference 2020 | Matthias Finger and Juan Montero

20 September 2019: Interview | Matthias Finger and Matthew Baldwin | 6th Florence Intermodal Forum

20 September 2019: Interview | Matthias Finger and Giovanni Martino | 6th Florence Intermodal Forum
20 September 2019: Interview | Juan Montero and Renzo Iorio | 6th Florence Intermodal Forum
5 September 2019: A Lecture by Alexander Stubb on ‘Europe in the New World (Dis)order’
17 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #14: Computational Propaganda | Samantha Bradshaw
17 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #15: ‘Criminalization of Solidarity’ | Gabriella Sanchez
17 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #16: Sustainable Consumption | Lucila de Almeida
17 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #17 What is an Algorithm? | Samantha Bradshaw
16 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #13: Migration Diplomacy | Mehari Taddele Maru
9 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #12: Targeted Political Advertising | Sam Jeffers
2 July 2019: Schuman Shorts #11: Data Protection and Democracy | Christian D'Cunha
24 June 2019: Schuman Shorts #10: Neo-tribal Nationalism | Anna Triandafyllidou
20 June 2019: Digital Platforms – Opportunities, Risks and the Case for Regulation | Werner Stengg
20 June 2019: Schuman Shorts #9: Human Smuggling | Luigi Achilli
10 June 2019: Recasting the Welfare State 20 Years Later
28 May 2019: Interview with Libor Lochman | Internalising the External Costs of Transport
28 May 2019: Interview with Rolf Diemer | Internalising the External Costs of Transport
28 May 2019: Interview with Thomas Reynaert | Internalising the External Costs of Transport
28 May 2019: Interview with Sotiris Raptis | Internalising the External Costs of Transport
28 May 2019: Interview with Martin Dorsman | Internalising the External Costs of Transport
30 April 2019: euandi2019 | Voting Advice Application for the 2019 European Elections | ITA
30 April 2019: euandi2019 | Voting Advice Application for the 2019 European Elections | ENG
15 April 2019: Schuman Shorts #7: Why is Differentiated Integration Important for Europe? | Richard Bellamy
15 April 2019: Schuman Shorts #8: Differentiated Integration | Sandra Kröger
4 April 2019: Schuman Shorts #5: What is de facto Cosmopolitanism?
4 April 2019: Schuman Shorts #6: 3D Printing and its Impact on Trade | Martina Ferracane
8 March 2019: Schuman Shorts #3: Monetary Solidarity in the Euro Area | Waltraud Schelkle
8 March 2019: Schuman Shorts #4: The Role of Trade in Sustainable Development Goals | Ben Shepherd
1 March 2019: Schuman Shorts #1: EU Free Movement & Social Assistance | Martin Seeleib-Kaiser
1 March 2019: Schuman Shorts #2: EU Cross-border Welfare | Dorte Sindbjerg Martinsen
14 February 2019: The European Governance and Politics Programme
8 February 2019: Brigid Laffan on Brexit and Northern Ireland
8 January 2019: The Transformation of Global Governance

Florence School of Banking and Finance Youtube Channel
Tot. videos 2019: 19

11 December 2019: Liquidity Stress Testing for Investment Funds
8 November 2019: Lessons for Central Banking from the Euro Area Crisis
25 October 2019: Artificial Intelligence and Systemic Risk
9 October 2019: The impact of Brexit on the EU financial industry
3 October 2019: Fighting the next financial crisis
30 September 2019: Interconnectedness and Market Infrastructures - James Freis
27 September 2019: Extraterritorial tensions in the global financial infrastructure - Nicolas Véron
24 September 2019: European Financial Infrastructure in the Face of New Challenges
18 September 2019: The Investment Bank of the Future: Trends in Technology and Innovation
4 September 2019: Financial Stability and Insurance Markets
28 August 2019: The Digitalization of Money
27 June 2019: The EU Banking Package
15 May 2019: The Economy of Risk in Insurance
6 May 2019: Central Counterparty Clearing and Systemic Risk
27
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Migration Policy Centre (MPC)

Youtube Channel

Tot. videos 2019: 1

7 May 2019: Europe’s turning point on migration? Politics, Policy and Predictions ahead of the 2019 Elections

Global Governance Program (GGP)

Youtube Channel

Tot. videos 2019: 18

22 November 2019: Rules of Origin | Episode 1 | Introduction | Stefano Inama, UNCTAD


22 October 2019: Religion, Radicalisation, Resilience: Comparing Past and Present Radicalisation

22 October 2019: Religion, Radicalisation, Resilience: Assessing Counter-Radicalisation Approaches and Policies

27 August 2019: Governing Religion: European Challenges and Asian Approaches

27 August 2019: Religion, Radicalisation, Resilience

8 July 2019: Urban Change in Cities of the ‘Global South’

8 July 2019: Relations between Hong Kong Residents and Mainland Chinese since 1997

5 July 2019: EU and Asia Trade Workshop 2019

5 July 2019: China EU US Trade Wars and the Role of RESPECT Project

16 May 2019: Non-trade Issues in Trade Agreements | Lisa Lechner

16 May 2019: EU – China Trade and Investment Relationships | Jacques Pelkmans

16 May 2019: Realising Non Trade Goals Through Trade Policy: the RESPECT Survey | Aydin Yildirim

Middle East Directions (MED)

Youtube Channel

Tot. videos 2019: 11

6 August 2019 M. Tommasoli - The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the SDG16, the Global State of Democracy

6 August 2019 A Talk with the Syrian Architect Marwa Al-Sabouni

5 August 2019 ETS on Economy in War-torn Countries: Pathways to recovery and Reconstruction – EUI, January 2019

5 August 2019 Omar Benderra - The call for a Change in Algeria

5 August 2019 Nacer Djabi - The call for a Change in Algeria

5 August 2019 Dalia Ghanem - The call for a Change in Algeria

5 August 2019 Ghania Mouffok - The call for a Change in Algeria

5 August 2019 Riccardo Fabiani - The call for a Change in Algeria

2 July 2019 EU-LISTCO - Why aren’t more Islamists taking up arms in Tunisia and Egypt? - with Georges Fahmi

2 July 2019 The Politics of Religious Reform in MBS’s Saudi Arabia Highlights with Stephane Lacroix

1 July 2019 US Iran Policy 2013 - 2019 Highlights with Dr. Cinzia Bianco and Dr. Eric Hooglund

Podcasts

Robert Schuman Centre

Soundcloud Channel

(3,452 Plays, 34 Likes, 12 Downloads)

InsurTech: the impact of technological innovations on the
insurance sector - Andres Lehtmets (EIOPA)

A Supervisory Perspective on Managing and Measuring Risk in Insurance - Dieter Hendrickx

What is happening in Libya? What are the implications of the Tripoli’s battlefield?

Insights from the Wartime and Post-Conflict in Syria

The effects of MREL on banks and the SRB - Guillaume Adamczyk (SRB)

Dorothee Bohle_The Surprising Resilience of Neoliberalism: Three Decades of Economic Reforms

Bojan Bugaric_Law and Political Economy of Populism in Central and East European Countries

Vera Šćepanović_How European Integration Shapes Developmental Pathways in East Central Europe

Cornel Ban_East-Central European Economic Development in a Cross-Regional Perspective

Dorottya Szikra_Democratic Backsliding and Welfare State Efforts in Eastern Europe

Kim Lane Scheppelé_Normal Countries_Keynote

Aida Hozić_Authoritarianism in Color

Gábor Halmai_Possible Explanations for the Backsliding in Hungary and Poland

Jan Kubik_Is the Rise of Populism a Symptom or a Driver of Democratic Backsliding?

Béla Greskovits_The Anti-liberalism of Hungary’s Conservative Bildungsbürgertum

Zsolt Enyedi_Positive and Negative Surprises

Levente Littvay_Populism and Nationalism in the Post-Communism Region

Dace Dzenovska_Liberalism and the Russian Threat_Perspectives from Latvia

László Bruszt_The Disaster that didn’t Happen

Dimitry Kochenov_Entering Europe_Readjusting of the Idea of the People

Milada Vachudova_Populism, Polarisation and Democratic Backsliding

Jan Zielonka_The New Political Geography in Europe_Keynote Speech 1

Tom Junes_Echoes of 89: Revolution, Anti-Communism & the Performative Memory Politics of Protest

Joanna Wawrzyniak_Beyon a Neo-Populist Divide: on Vernacular Memory of Industrial Transf.

Jelena Subotic_The Appropriation of Holocaust Memory in Post-Communism

Ferenc Laczó_An Age of European Revisionisms

Reporting and disclosure of MREL & TLAC - Charles Canonne (European Banking Authority)

Evaluating financial regulation through nonlinear models - Enrique Mendoza

Agency problems under MiFID II/MiFIR - Veerle Colaert (KU Leuven)

MiFID II / MiFIR: Evolution and Revolution (Danny Busch, Matteo Gargantini)

Pursuing a Euro area safe asset - Michala Marcussen (Société Générale)

Assessing Europe’s Service Market - Vittorio Grilli (J.P. Morgan Corporate & Investment Bank)

A Safe Asset for Europe - Gabriele Giudice (European Commission)

The impact of Brexit on the EU financial industry - Jean-Jacques Van Helden

Deepening Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union - Vítor Constâncio

CCPs: risks and regulation - Thorsten Koeppl (Queen’s University)

NPLs in Europe: Evidence from Research - Helen Louri (Athens University of Economics and Business)

Euro CACs and Sovereign Debt Crises - Giampaolo Galli (Observatory of Public Accounts)

Liquidity, price discovery, and market design - Thierry Foucault

Why do we need a safe asset in Europe? - Marco Pagano (University of Naples Federico II)

An Euro-area safe asset? - Daniel Gros (CEPS)

Railroad Connectivity between China and the EU - Richard Pomfret (University of Adelaide)

Open Plurilateral Agreements - Charles Sabel (Columbia University)

Empirical Methods in Banking: Applications and Evolution - Steven Ongena (University of Zurich)

Extra-territorial pressures and the role of Europe - Peter Grasmann (European Commission)

Institutions and the global financial system - James Freis (Deutsche Börse)

The challenges for Europe’s financial infrastructure - Nicolas Véron (Bruegel, PIIE)

The Legal Aspects of Collective Action Clauses - Anna Gelpert
(Georgetown University)
The Anatomy of Sovereign Debt Restructuring - Jeromin Zettelmeyer (PIIE)

Sovereign Fragility - Lee Buchheit

Stress testing: identifying risks and estimating losses - Til Schuermann (Oliver Wyman)

The Perspective of Bank Supervisors on NPLs - Oleg Shmeljov (European Banking Authority)

The European Policy Response Towards NPLs - Markus Aspegren (European Commission)

Stress Testing and Bank Supervision - Mario Quagliariello (European Banking Authority)

Dealing with NPLs in practice - Laurence Bogni-Bartholmé (Lowell Group)

Non-Performing Exposures: Management and Supervision - Andrea Resti (Bocconi University)

Credit Cycles and the Macroeconomy - Moritz Schularick (University of Bonn)

The Journey Towards Making Banks Resolvable - An assessment by Elke König (SRB)

Panel Data Methods for Banking - Jeffrey Wooldridge (Michigan State University)

Risks and Regulation of Securitisation - William Perraudin (Risk Control Limited)

The Future of European Monetary Union: Discussion

The Future of European Monetary Union: Discussant Emmanuel Mourlon-Druol - University of Glasgow

The Future of European Monetary Union: Eloïse Stéclebout-Orseau - European Fiscal Board

The Future of European Monetary Union: Waltraud Schelkle - London School Of Economics

The Future of European Monetary Union: Introduction

Free Movement and Social Rights Conditionality: Discussion

Free Movement and Social Rights Conditionality: Introduction

Free Movement and Social Rights Conditionality: Martin Seelkeib-Kaiser, University Of Tübingen: EU Free Movement And Social Assistance

Free Movement and Social Rights Conditionality: Martin Ruhs, EUI: Discussant

Free Movement and Social Rights Conditionality: Dorte Sindbjerg Martinsen, University Of Copenhagen: EU Cross - Border Welfare

The relevance of Anti-Money Laundering for financial actors - Andrea Federico (Oliver Wyman)

The Present and Future of Anti-Money Laundering - Anthony Charrie (Oliver Wyman)

China’s Social Credit System: What it is and what it isn’t

Welcome by EUI President Renaud Dehousse, RSC Director Brigid Laffan and Gaby Umbach, EUI

Giancarlo Vilella | European University Institute and European Parliament

Fabio Massimo Castaldo | Vice President European Parliament

Diana Urania Galetta | University of Milan

Theo Karapiperis | Head of Scientific Foresight Unit (STOA)/ EPRS

How to study economic processes? - Fabio Canova (EUI)

Bank Resolution Planning - Tobias Tröger (Goethe University, Frankfurt)

The Evolution of European Financial Architecture - Stefano Cappiello (FBF)

The Legacy of the Financial Crisis - Patrick Honohan (former Governor, Central Bank of Ireland)

Hot topics in Banking and Finance - Steffen Kern (ESMA)

Resolution and State Aid - Seraina Grünewald (University of Zürich)

Florence School of Regulation Soundcloud Channel

Opening the market for ancillary services: The case of UVAM | Jan Marc Schwidtal (Padua University)

Electricity Storage in EU Energy Law: A Focus on the Clean Energy Package

What drives the cost of capital of investments in RES?

CO2 price should not be a pretext to defer investments in renewables

Banking on Climate: A Path to Responsibility and Sustainability

State Aid Control: The Case of the EEG 2012 | Max Klasse

The age of solar? | Walburga Hemetsberger (SolarPower Europe)

Will consumers really be in the drivers’ seat of the energy
transition? | Annette Jantzen on Net Zero
Going digital – how is technology changing the electricity world? | Chris Peeters on Net Zero
What is the real impact of the energy transition on the environment? | Tara Connolly on Net Zero
Show me the money – will consumers pay more or less for electricity? | Monika de Volder on Net Zero
Can electricity grids go beyond transmission and distribution? | Viviana Vitto on Net Zero
100% renewables – myth or reality? Albert Cheung on Net Zero
Power to the communities: exploring smart contracts in the energy field
Chile’s decarbonisation efforts
Aggregators in the CEP: Opportunities and Difficulties as Enablers for Decentralised Actors
Wind Power: A Success Story in Brazil
The potential impact of P2G on the electricity market | Francesco Ferioli (EC, DG Energy)
The role of hydrogen in transport | Martina Conton (NGVA Europe)
The Andean Countries work together to achieve benefits of regional electricity integration
The Challenges and Opportunities of Digitalisation in Energy and Transport
One step closer to the future electricity markets | P. Nemcek on SmartNet
TSO-DSO coordination(s) in the electricity industry | H. Gerard, SmartNet Project
The role of TSO and DSO in the Three D’s age | N. Costantinescu, ENTSO-E
Energy insights from Peru | Daniel Schmerler
Colombia advances its energy transition | Interview with Alexandra Planas & Juan Carlos Cárdenas
Insights on multilateral Institutional initiatives | Georgios Pantoulis (EC DG DEVCO)
BP Energy Outlook 2019 | Anne-Sophie Corbeau (BP)
Cross-border integration of electricity markets: A view from India | Anoop Singh
Clean Energy Package | Interview with Dr. Annegret Groebel (BNetzA and CEER President)
Regulating Transparency: The Concept of Confidential Information
Business models for a digitalised electricity sector: VPPs | Jan Aengenvoort (Next Kraftwerke)
Incentive regulation in Great Britain: from RPI-X to RIIO | Joe Perkins (Ofgem)
Zonal versus Nodal Electricity Pricing: the PJM experience | Vincent P. Duane
Who should operate EV charging stations? The Italian experience | Luca Lo Schiavo
EU gas markets standardisation - energy transition shortcut or obstacle? | Nicolas Peugniez GRTgaz
Zonal pricing for electricity – The recent experience of Austria | Christine Materazzi-Wagner
A New World: The Geopolitics of the Energy Transformation | A. Piebalgs
Implementing a global renewable energy agenda | Paul Van Son (Dii)
Appendix III
Research Projects, Schools and Programmes

Integration, Governance and Democracy

A Centralization of Rulemaking in Europe? The Legal and Political Governance of the Financial Market (Adrienne Héritier, Uppsala University)

BRAVE: Building Resilience Against Violent Extremism and Polarisation (Anna Triandafyllidou, DG Research)

CJC: Centre for Judicial Cooperation (Deirdre Curtin, various funding sources)

CMPF: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (Pier Luigi Parcu, various funding sources)

DEFEND: Addressing the dual emerging threats of African Swine Fever and Lumpy Skin Disease in Europe (Michele Nori, DG Research)

EGPP – European Politics and Governance Programme (Brigid Laffan, various funding sources)

E-NACT: E-Learning National Active Charter Training (Deirdre Curtin, EC DG Justice)

EU CITZEN: Network on European Citizenship Rights (Rainer Bauböck, DG JUST)

euandi2019 – Voting Advice Application for the European Parliamentary elections 2019 (Alexander Trechsel, Swiss National Science Foundation)

FAIR-EU: Fostering Awareness, Inclusion and Recognition of EU mobile citizens’ Political Rights (Rainer Bauböck, DG JUST)

GREASE: Radicalisation, Secularism and the Governance of Religion (Anna Triandafyllidou, DG Research)

InterLex: Advisory and Training System for Internet-related Private International Law (Deirdre Curtin, DG Justice)

JUD-IT: Cross-Border Access to Electronic Data in EU Judicial Cooperation in Criminal Matters (Deirdre Curtin, EC DG Justice)

Lineages of the Tax State (Philipp Genschel, EUI Research Council)

Observatory on European Institutions (Renaud Dehousse, Sciences Po, Paris)

POLCON— Political Conflict in Europe in the Shadow of the Great Recession (Hanspeter Kriesi, EC European Research Council Advanced Grant)

SPACEU2019: Helping mobile EU citizens to exercise their political rights in EU Parliamentary Elections 2019 (Alexander Trechsel, DG Justice)

Swiss Chair in Federalism, Democracy and International Governance (Elias Dinas, Swiss Government)

InDivEU: Integrating Diversity in the European Union (Brigid Laffan, DG Research)

Regulating Markets and Governing Money

Comparative Research Study of regulatory approaches to electrification and renewable energy integration in Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius and Seychelles (Jean-Michel Glachant, Indian Ocean Commission, Programme COI-ENERGIES)

ENTRANCE 2019: European Networking and Training for National Competition Enforcers (Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG COMP)

Florence School of Banking and Finance (Elena Carletti, Ente CRF and others)

Florence School of Regulation: Communications & Media (Pier Luigi Parcu, various funding sources)

Florence School of Regulation: Energy & Climate (Jean-Michel Glachant, various funding sources)

Florence School of Regulation: Transport (Jean-Michel Glachant/Matthias Finger, various funding sources)

Florence School of Regulation: Water (Jean-Michel Glachant/Stéphane Saussier, various funding sources)

FRESCO - the Future of RES Communities (Stefano Verde, Tuck Foundation)

FutureGas (Jean-Michel Glachant, Innovation Fund Denmark)

INNOPATHS - Innovation pathways, strategies and policies for the Low-Carbon Transition in Europe (Jean-Michel Glachant/Simone Borghesi, EC Research Executive Agency)

INTERRFACE - TSO-DSO-Consumer INTERFACE aRchitecture to provide innovative grid services for an efficient power system
**21st Century World Politics and Europe**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project/Initiative</th>
<th>Funding/Lead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CROSS-MIGRATION</strong> Current European and Cross-National Comparative Research and</td>
<td>Andrew Geddes, REA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Actions on Migration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing a Knowledge Base on Migration to the GCC States</strong></td>
<td>Philippe Fargues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU-LISTCO: Europe’s External Action and the Dual Challenges of Limited</strong></td>
<td>Federica Bicchi,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statehood and Contested Orders</strong></td>
<td>Luigi Narbone DG Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUBORDERCARE: Intimate Encounters in EU Borderlands: Migrant Maternity,</strong></td>
<td>Vanessa Grotti,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sovereignty and the politics of Care on Europe’s Peripheries</strong></td>
<td>EC European Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Citizenship Law</strong></td>
<td>Liav Orgad, EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GGP: Global Governance Programme</strong></td>
<td>Brigid Laffan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLOBALSTAT – Globalisation Database</strong></td>
<td>Gaby Umbach,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Going beyond raising awareness about migrant exploitation in Italian agriculture:</strong></td>
<td>Elena Carletti,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>why the system works the way it does</strong></td>
<td>European Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heritage Contact Zone</strong></td>
<td>Anna Triandafyllidou, OSEPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HYRES: Hybrid pathways to resistance in the Islamic world</strong></td>
<td>Virginie Collombier,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Libyan Societal Dialogue</strong></td>
<td>Research Council of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAPS: Migrants and People Smugglers</strong></td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDAM: Economic Perspectives on EU Asylum and Immigration Policies</strong></td>
<td>Andrew Geddes,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(32)
MENARA: Middle East and North Africa Regional Architecture (Olivier Roy, EC REA)

MED: Middle East Directions programme (Olivier Roy/Luigi Narbone, various funding sources)

MIGPROSP: Prospects for International Migration Governance (Andrew Geddes, EC European Research Council Advanced Grant)

MlnMUS: Migration Policy in Multi-Level Political Settings (Tiziana Caponio, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

MPC: Migration Policy Centre (Andrew Geddes, various funding sources)

Study on the impact of public attitudes towards migration on the political environment in the Euro-Mediterranean region (Andrew Geddes, ICMPD)

ASILE: Global Asylum Governance and the European Union’s Role Acronym (Andrew Geddes, DG Research)

Is undeclared work in agriculture really just a Southern European problem – and, if not, what is driving the demand elsewhere? Case studies on migrant labour in Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden (Letizia Palumbo, OSEPI)

NORTIA - Network on Research and Teaching in EU Foreign Affairs (Federica Bicchi, EC)

PASTRES: Pastoralism, Uncertainty and Resilience: Global Lessons from the Margins (Michele Nori, European Research Council)

Prospects, Challenges, and policy options in wartime and for post-conflict in Syria (WPCS) (Agnes Favier, European Commission)

REMINDER Role of European Mobility and its Impacts in Narratives, Debates and EU Reforms (Martin Ruhs, Research Executive Agency – REA)

RESPECT: Realising Europe’s soft power in external cooperation and trade (Bernard Hoekman, DG Research)

SIRIUS: Skills and Integration of Migrants, Refugees and Asylum Applicants in European Labour Markets (Anna Triandafyllidou, DG Research)

Study on the Human Rights Aspects of Migrants’ Integration Policies (Sergio Carrera, Council of Europe)

Study on Dealing with Negative Effects of Industrial Subsidies (Bernard Hoekman, Bertelsmann Stiftung)

Study on Dispute Settlement and Dispute Avoidance (Bernard Hoekman, Bertelsmann Stiftung)

Study on Supporting Acceptance of Plurilateral Cooperation (Bernard Hoekman, Bertelsmann Stiftung)

Study on Working Practices at the WTO (Bernard Hoekman, Bertelsmann Stiftung)

Study on SMEs involvement in public procurement (Bernard Hoekman, International Growth Centre)

TRIGGER: Trends In Global Governance and Europe’s Role (Gaby Umbach, EC)

WESTRAT: Western Strategies in East Asia (Hugo Meijer, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)
Appendix IV

Events

183 Total number of events at the Robert Schuman Centre

Comprised of

69 Conferences
40 Workshops
2 Advisory Councils
17 Roundtables
6 Fora
2 Meetings
23 Seminars
15 Online Seminars
14 Schuman Centre’s Seminar Series
13 Europe in the World Research Seminars
10 Lectures
1 Film Screening and Panel Discussion
1 Symposium
2 High-Level Policy Dialogues
2 Book Launches
6 Working Groups

Conferences and Workshops

25 January
Workshop: E-Democracy
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Gaby Umbach and Giancarlo Vilella

25 January
Workshop: Zonal vs Nodal Pricing for the Electricity Markets
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Alberto Pototschnig
Main speaker: Klaus-Dieter Borchardt

25 January
Programme / Organiser: FSR Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu
Main speaker: Anthony Michael Collins

31 January – 1 February
Workshop: Democratic Backsliding and Public Administration
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme and School of Transnational Governance / Guy Peters, Michael Bauer, Jon Pierre and Kutsal Yesilkagit

1 February
Conference: Germany and European (Dis?)Integration
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics Programme / Brigid Laffan

11 – 12 February
Programme / Organiser: EU Border Care / Vanessa Grotti and Sabrina Marchetti

13 February
Workshop: Re-thinking Libya’s Economic Conflict
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Virginie Collombier
Main speakers: Essmail Alsharif, Hosny Bey, Musab Elgaed and Mohamed Khaled Elghuel
14-15 February
Workshop: New Business Models in the Electricity Sector and Developments behind the Meter
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant, Nicoló Rossetto and Fereidoon Sioshansi
Main speaker: Tom Rowlands-Rees

18 - 19 February
Programme / Organiser: EU-STRAT / Julia LangBein and Dimiter Toshkov

20 February
Workshop: The Power to Expel: Deportation, and Denationalisation in Historical, Comparative and Normative Perspective
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme – Global Citizenship Observatory / Rainer Bauböck and Rutger Birnie

14 – 15 March
Conference: Recasting the Welfare State after 20 Years
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics Programme / Anton Hemerijck and Bruno Palier
Main speakers: Maurizio Ferrara, Brigid Laffan and Martin Rhodes

15 March
Workshop: Differentiated Integration as a Fair Scheme of Cooperation.
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics Programme / Sandra Kröger and Richard Bellamy.

19 March
Workshop: What Agenda for the next European Parliament?
Programme / Organiser: EUI in Brussels and YouGov / Renaud Dehousse and Philipp Genschel

20 – 21 March
Conference: Cultural Pluralism in Cities of the “Global South”
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Anna Triandafyllidou, Peggy Levitt, Jérémie Molho and Nick Dines

21 March
Conference: Third Carbon Market Conference
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Climate / Mauro Petriccione and Simone Borghesi
Main speaker: Mauro Petriccione

21 – 22 March
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Communications and Media, Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom and Florence Competition Programme / Pier Luigi Parcu
Main speaker: Daniel L. Rubinfeld

2 April
Workshop: Medium-Term Prospects for Stabilisation in the MENA Region: Building Scenarios
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone

3 April
Conference: Syria: How are Regional and International Actors Reshaping the Assad’s Regime Sovereignty? | Launch of the Wartime and Post-Conflict in Syria project (WPCS)
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Agnès Favier
Main speakers: Steven Heydemann, Abdullah Al-Jabassini and Manhal Baresh

11 April
Workshop: The Dynamics of Neighbourhood Segregation
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme – Migration Policy Centre, ECSR and London School of Economics and Political Science / Carolina Zuccotti

16 April
Workshop: Agricoltura e lavoro migrante in Italia: quali azioni contro lo sfruttamento?
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Michele Nori and Letizia Palumbo

16 April
Workshop: The Geopolitics of Energy Transformation – Impact on Europe
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant, Andris Piebalgs and Ilaria Conti
Main speaker: Stefan Moser

23 April
Workshop: Multinational Corporations and the Politics of International Trade
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Aydin Baris Yildirim and Grace Ballor

25 April
Conference: European Financial Infrastructure in the Face of New Challenges
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Franklin Allen, Elena Carletti, Mitu Gulati and Jeromin Zettelmeyer

2 May
Conference: Trust in the Single Market? The case of the EU Emissions Trading System
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Climate / Simone Borghesi and Jos Delbeke
Main speakers: Carlo Carraro, Ottmar Edenhofer, Hermann Vollebergh and Martin Weitzman

7 May
Workshop: Fieldwork Research Challenged: Constraints, Needs and Opportunities
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Virginie Collombier
7 May
Conference: Europe’s Turning Point on Migration? Politics, Policy and Predictions ahead of the 2019 Elections
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speakers: Ryan Heath, Mark Hugo Lopez and Danila Chiaro

17 May
Workshop: Sector Coupling 2.0: Power to Gas in the EU Decarbonisation Strategy
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Alberto Pototschnig, Andris Piebalgs and Ilaria Conti
Main speakers: Cyril Harry, Dennis Hesseling and Jan Ingwersen

21 May
Workshop: Cultural Diplomacy: What Role for Cities and Civil Society Actors?
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Yudhishthir Raj Isar and Anna Triandafyllidou

22 – 25 May
Conference: 27th Conference on Postal and Delivery Economics
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Olga Bertelsen and Mark Galeotti

23 – 24 May
Conference: Russian Active Measures: Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes and Martin Ruhs

23 – 24 May
Conference: The Migration Policy Centre Annual Conference
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes and Martin Ruhs

27 May
Workshop: Which Energy Storage for the flexibility needs of a multi-energy System?
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Ilaria Conti and Lubor Veleba
Main speaker: Stefan Moser

29 - 30 May
Workshop: Institutional Complexity in Global Governance
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Mette Eilstrup-Sangiovanni and Oliver Westerwinter

30 – 31 May
Conference: Bordering Europe
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics Programme / Frank Schimmelfennig
Main speakers: Liesbet Hooghe, Gary Marks and Markus Jachtenfuchs

31 May – 1 June
Workshop: Asia-EU Trade Workshop and Roundtable
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman

3-4 June
Workshop: CPR 50th Anniversary: Political Science at 50
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics Programme / Thibaut Boncourt, Isabelle Engeli and Diego Garzia
Speakers: Pippa Norris, Stefano Bartolini and Brigid Laffan

19 June
Workshop: The Call for Change in Algeria: Understanding Domestic and Regional Transformations.
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone, Virginie Collombier and Georges Fahmi
Main speakers: Ghania Mouffok, Dalia Ghanem, Omar Bendera, Nacer Djabi, Riccardo Fabiani, Andrew Lebovich and Pasquale Ferrara

20 – 21 June
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy & Climate / Leigh Hancher
Main speakers: Johannes Luebking and Paul John Loewenthal

25 June
Workshop: Competition Law & the Energy Sector
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy & Climate / Leigh Hancher
Main speakers: Martin Ruhs and Mark Galeotti

28 June
Workshop: What’s in it for all of us? The new role(s) of Consumers
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Alberto Pototschnig and Ilaria Bellacci
Main speaker: Ivan Pearson

1 July
Workshop: Shaping the EU Framework towards 2030 and Beyond
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

8 - 9 July
Conference: World Trade Organization Case Law of 2018
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Petros C. Mavroidis, Chad P. Bown and Bernard Hoekman

12 September
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Christopher Jones and Andris Piebalgs
Main speaker: Miguel Arias Cañete

17 September
Workshop: Digital Energy Marketplaces
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Miguel Vazquez and Nicolò Rossetto
Main speaker: Mark van Stiphout

20 September
Workshop: Innovation and Market Power in the Food Supply Chain: Challenges for Competition Policy and Regulation
Programme / Organiser: Florence Competition Programme / Pier Luigi Parcu and Ginevra Bruzzone
Main speakers: Tassos Haniotis and Paul Csizsár

26 – 28 September
Workshop: ENTranCE for Judges 2019 - Challenges Faced by Judges in Enforcing EU Competition Law EU and National Perspectives
Programme / Organiser: ENTranCE / Pier Luigi Parcu
Main speakers: Marina Tavassi and Gabriella Muscolo

7 October
Workshop: The Swinging of the Pendulum? Centre-Right Parties in a Post-Migration Crisis Europe
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Leila Hadj-Abdou

9 October
Workshop: Regulating the Renewable Power Sector
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy & Climate / Birgitte Jourdan-Andersen, Jean-Michel Glachant, Leigh Hancher and Anne Marie Kehoe

14 – 15 October
Workshop: The Juncker Commission: Where now? Where next?
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics
Programme / Sara Connolly, Hussein Kassim and Brigid Laffan
Speakers among others: Renaud Dehousse and Martin Selmayr

17 – 18 October
Workshop: Cities and the Global Governance of Migration. An Under-Explored Link
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Tiziana Caponio.

17 – 18 October
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics
Programme / Alfredo De Feo and Brigid Laffan
Main speakers: Pier Carlo Padoan, Elmar Brok, Reimer Böge, Ivailo Kalfin, Wilhelm Molterer

21 – 22 October
Conference: Conflicts and Natural Resources in the MENA Region and its Immediate Neighbourhood
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone, Virginie Collombier and Christopher Frattina

25 October
Conference: Fourth Annual Conference of the Florence Competition Programme: Hipster Antitrust, the European Way?
Programme / Organiser: Florence Competition Programme / Pier Luigi Parcu
Main speaker: Marina Lao

28 October
Conference: Financial Stability
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance and European School of Management and Technology Berlin / Martin Aehling, Arnoud Boot, Elena Carletti, Stefan Janssen, Bart Joosen, Luis Silva Morais, Georg Ringe and Jörg Rocholl

28 – 30 October
Workshop: Labour Politics and the EU’s New Economic Governance Regime
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre, SPS, SNS and UCD / Roland Erne

29 October
Conference: Pierre Werner Chair mini-conference on D&D (Debt and Default)
Programme / Organiser: Pierre Werner Chair / Ramon Marimon

30 – 31 October
Conference: The Cities, Mobility and Membership Research Collaborative Launch
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Liav Orgad

8 -9 November
Conference: Eastern Europe 30 Years after the Fall of the Berlin Wall
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics
Programme / Dorothee Bohle, Béla Greskovits and Gábor Halmal
Main speakers: Jan Zielonka and Kim Lane Scheppele

12 – 14 November
Workshop: Trends in Global Governance and Europe’s Role - Project Workshops
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Gaby Umbach and Andrea Renda

14 November
Workshop: Challenges for the Gas Sector on a way to Low Carbon Society
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Ilaria Conti and Andris Piebalgs
Main speaker: Olav Aamlid Syversen

15 November
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Alberto Pototschnig, Andris Piebalgs and Ilaria Conti
Main speaker: Klaus-Dieter Borchardt

15 November
Conference: The Way towards the Internet of Things: Open Standards vs Silos
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Communications and Media / Pier Luigi Parcu
Main speaker: Nikolaos Isaris

21 – 22 November
Conference: GlobalCit Annual Conference: The Value of Citizenship for Individuals and States
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Rainer Bauböck, Jelena Džankić, Jo Shaw and Maarten P. Vink
Main speaker: Nikolaos Isaris

25 November
Conference: The Practice of Judicial Interactions in the Application of the EU Charter
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Judicial Cooperation / Federica Casarosa and Madalina Moraru
Main speaker: Gábor Halmai

28 – 29 November
Conference: Florence School of Regulation Climate Annual Conference 2019
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Climate / Simone Borghesi
Main speakers: Stephen Smith, Jeroen van den Bergh, Luca Taschini, Matthieu Glachant and Natalia Fabra

13 December
Conference: The EECC and Its Impact on Investment in Very High Capacity Networks (VHCN)
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Communications and Media / Pier Luigi Parcu
Main speaker: Eun-Ju Kim

16 – 17 December
Workshop: Institutional Complexity in Global Governance II
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Mette Eilstrup-Sangiovanni and Oliver Westerwinter

Roundtables

28 January
Brexit - Which Way Forward?
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre and European Policy Centre / Brigid Laffan and Fabian Zuleeg
Speakers: Tony Connelly, Brigid Laffan, Jennifer Rankin, Sir. Ivan Rogers, Jill Rutter, Sabine Weyand and Fabian Zuleeg

25 February
The Reconstitution of Religious Authority in Post-2003 Iraq
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi.
Speaker: Harith Hasan

22 March
Remembrance of Things Past? Heritage, Politics and the Jews of the Middle East and North Africa
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi
Main speaker: Dario Miccoli

4 April
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre, Università di Firenze and World Bank / Luigi Narbone and Donato Romano
Main speakers: Simeon Djankov and Federica Saliola

8 April
Democrat Today, Authoritarian Tomorrow: The Effect of Anti-Democratic Reversals on Democratic Attitudes
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi
Speaker: Mohamed Nasr

9 April
Iran’s Cognitive Context of Strategic Thinking
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone
Main speaker: Abdolrasool Divosallar

30 April
The Politics of Religious Reform in MBS’s Saudi Arabia
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Olivier Roy
Speaker: Stephane Lacroix

29 May
The Most Contested European Elections Ever? A Read-Out of the 2019 Vote for the European Parliament
Programme / Organiser: European Governance and Politics Programme / Brigid Laffan and Lorenzo Cicchi
Speakers: Giorgia Bulli, Elias Dinas, Liesbet Hooghe, Hanspeter Kriesi and Brigid Laffan

30 May
Democracy and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development: The SDG16 on Peace, Justice and Accountable Institutions

Advisory Councils

9 – 10 May
Policy Advisory Council
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Jean-Michel Glachant

9 – 10 December
Policy Advisory Council
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Jean-Michel Glachant
4 June
From Political Engagement to Political Demonisation: US-Iran Policy 2013-2019
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone
Speakers: Eric Hooglund, Tamer Badawi, Abdolrasool Divsallar and Cinzia Bianco

5 June
Deconstructing the Abu Dhabi Declaration: Actors, Ideas and Interests
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi
Main speakers: Olivier Roy, Michael Driessen and Paolo Maggiolini

26 – 28 June
The Future of Rules of Origin and Utilisation Rates
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman and Stefano Inama

14 October
Arendt, Fanon and Political Violence in Islam
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi
Main speaker: Patrycja Sasnal

15 November
An Iranian Perspective on the Kurdish Crisis: Implications and Future Directions
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone
Main speaker: Jafar Haghpanah

26 November
Revolution in Lebanon: An End to Identity Politics?
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi
Main speakers: Alain Kfoury and Rossana Tufaro

28 November
Shifting the Balance of Power in North-East Syria
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Agnes Favier

3 December
Libya’s Endless War: Tripoli’s Battlefield and Its Impact on the South
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Virginie Collombier
Main speaker: Rebecca Murray

25 – 28 March
Florence School of Regulation Global Forum
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Jean-Michel Glachant, Ignacio Perez-Arriaga and Swetha Ravi
Main speaker: Daniel Schmerler

20 May
5th Florence Intermodal Forum. Internalising the External Costs of Transport
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Transport / Matthias Finger
Main speakers: Rolf Diemer and Marco Brambilla

21 June
Terrorism and Security Governance
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre and School of Transnational Governance / Andreas Gofas and Brigid Laffan
Main speakers: Olivier Roy, Benedetta Berti and Konstantinos Kavvakis

13 September
6th Florence Intermodal Forum - Towards an EU-wide Multi-modal Ticketing and Payment System
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Transport / Matthias Finger
Main speaker: Matthew Baldwin

8 November
18th Florence Rail Forum - How to Revitalise Rail Freight with Digitalisation?
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Transport / Matthias Finger
Main speakers: Maurizio Castelletti and Reinhard Haller

15 November
Energy Regulatory Challenges after the Clean Energy Package
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy, BNetzA and Council of European Energy Regulators / Leigh Hancher
Main speakers: Johannes Schilling, Annegret Groebel, Lena Sandberg and Thomas Starlinger

24 January
Kick-off meeting H2020 project InDivEU
Programme / Organiser: European Governance & Politics
Programme / Brigid Laffan and Frank Schimmelfennig
Main speaker: R. Daniel Kelemen

3 – 4 October
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme
Seminars

15 January
All that Glitters is not Gold: The Limits of Progressive Refugee Protection in Latin America
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speaker: Luisa Feline Freier

22 January
Exploring Global Travel Data: Methodological Challenges and Substantive Insights
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speaker: Ettore Recchi and Emanuel Deutschmann

12 February
Towards a Methodology for Assessing the Effects of Asylum Policies on Asylum Flows
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes.
Speaker: Dimiter Toshkov

19 February
Exploring the Dynamics of International Migration Governance in South America, North America and Europe
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes.
Speaker: Leiza Brumat and Leila Hadj Abdou

12 March
The Italian Decree on Security and Immigration: how Legitimate and Effective is it?
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speakers: Cecilia Corsi, Daniela Di Capua, Mario Savino and Lenka Dražanová

9 April
Migrants Strategies for Mobility: Education and Smuggling
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speakers: Rezart Hoxhaj and Gabriella Sanchez

7 May
Exploring Legal and Political Dynamics of Migration Governance in Europe
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speakers: Veronica Corcodel and Andrea Pettrachin

18 June
On the Causes and Effects of Attitudes to Immigration
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speakers: Charlotte Cavaille and James Dennison

17 September
Seminar with Dominik Hangartner and Anne-Marie Jeannet
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes
Speakers: Dominik Hangartner and Anne-Marie Jeannet

15 October
Refuge beyond Reach: How Rich Democracies Repel Asylum Seekers with David Fitzgerald
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Leila Hadj-Abdou
Speaker: David Fitzgerald.

16 October
Migration Policy Centre Seminar with Linda Oucho and Annick-Laure Tchuendem
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Leila Hadj-Abdou
Speakers: Linda Oucho and Annick-Laure Tchuendem

29 October
Asylum and Integration
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Leila Hadj-Abdou
Speakers: David Keen and Friedrich Poeschel

14 November
How to Legally Construct Nationals, Citizens and Foreigners? The Case of South America
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

14 November
Crossing the Race Line: Brexit, "Immigration" and Political Demography
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

14 November
Naturalisation in Context: How Migrant Origin, Life Course and Socioeconomic Status Condition the Long-Term Impact of Citizenship Policy Change
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

14 November
On the Diminishing Value of Citizenship
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

15 November
From Soul-Searching to Broadcasting: Immigration Law’s Expressive Function
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

19 November
Migration, Citizenship and Public Perceptions
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Leila Hadj-Abdou
Speakers: Rueyling Tzeng and Lenka Dražanová

28 November
Consultation and Corruption: An Empirical Exploration of the Causal Relations in the EU
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

28 November
The Technocratic Challenge to Representative Democracy
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan
28 November
Analysing the European Parliament through Parliamentary Questions: The cases of issue competition and MEPs territorial focus
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

28 November
EU State Aid Policy: The Forecast for the Next Five Years
Programme / Organiser: Florence Competition Programme and Bird & Bird LLP / Marco Botta and Leigh Hancher
Main speakers: Maria Muñoz de Juan and Nicola Pesaresi

10 December
Radicalization and Nationalism
Programme / Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Leila Hadj-Abdou
Speakers: Robert Schertzer and Mitja Sardoc

Online Seminars

17 January
Debt Sustainability Analysis in Normal and Crisis Times
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Cinzia Alcidi and Daniel Gros

8 February
Liquidity and Resolution
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Dominique Laboureix and Mike Hesketh.

27 February
Stress Testing in Europe: a Primer
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Mario Quagliariello and Klaus Düllmann

2 April
Decrypting Sustainable Finance
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance and Florence School of Regulation
Speakers: Dirk Schoenmaker, Kinanya Pijl and Jean-Michel Glachant

30 April
Central Counterparty Cleaning and Systemic Risk
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Thorsten Koeppel

15 May
The Economy of Risk in Insurance
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Michel Dacorogna
Commentator: Dimitris Zafeiris

26 June
The EU Banking Package
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Marie Donnay, Tommy De Temmerman and Audrius Pranckevicius

27 August
The Digitalization of Money
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Jean-Pierre Landau

3 September
Financial Stability and Insurance Markets
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Francesco Mazaferro and Dimitris Zafeiris

18 September
The Investment Bank of the Future: Trends in Technology and Innovation
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Shabdeep Mann and Tom Fish

2 October
Fighting the Next Financial Crisis
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Andrew Metrick
Commentator: Loriana Pelizzon

24 October
Artificial Intelligence and Systemic Risk
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Jón Danielsson

4 November
Lessons for Central Banking from the Euro Area Crisis
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Patrick Honohan
Commentators: George Papaconstantinou and Maria Ana Barata

18 November
What is the Bank Business Model Today?
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speakers: Xavier Vives, Elena Carletti, Stijn Claessens and Antonio Fatás

11 December
Liquidity Stress Testing for Investment Funds
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance
Speaker: Christian Winkler
Schuman Centre’s Seminar Series

9 January
Topics on Macroeconomics and Finance (Chair: Ramon Marimon)
Speakers: Enrico Berbenni, Francesco Molteni and Andrea Papadia

23 January
Migration, Globalisation and the Nation (Discussant: Martin Ruhs)
Speaker: Anna Triandafyllidou

13 February
Theoretical and Empirical Insights into the Nature of International Cooperation (Chair: Ulrich Krotz)
Speakers: Silvia D’Amato, Madalina Dobrescu and Anna Knaps

27 February
Job Search: Where It Is Broken and How to Fix It? (Discussant: Anton Hemerijck)
Guest speaker: Michèle Belot

13 March
New Trends in the Study of Religion and IR (Chair: Olivier Roy)
Speakers: Michael Driessen, Iakovos Iakovidis and Mathilde Zederman

27 March
Differentiated Integration as a Fair Scheme of Cooperation (Discussant: Philipp Genschel)
Guest speaker: Sandra Kröger

1 April
Book Presentation: Europe’s Future: Decoupling and Reforming (Discussants: Bruno de Witte and Adrienne Héritier)
Guest speaker: Sergio Fabbrini

10 April
Guest speakers: Ian Scoones and Natasha Maru

24 April
Challenges of Our Time (Chair: Youssef Cassis)
Speakers: Kirsty Hughes, Olga Bertelsen and Mette Eilstrup-Sangiovanni

8 May
Culture and Diplomacy: Global and European Perspectives (Chair: Anna Triandafyllidou)
Speakers: Jasper Chalcraft, Nicholas Dines and Yudhishthir Raj Isar

9 October
Brexit: EU & UK Financial Services in the Age of Uncertainty (Chair: Helen Callaghan)
Guest speaker: Jean-Jacques van Helten

23 October
Debating Military Interventions: Party-political Patterns of Justifications for Using Armed Force in Canada, Germany and the United Kingdom (Chair: Philipp Genschel)
Guest speaker: Wolfgang Wagner

13 November
New Frontiers in European Democracy (Chair: Brigid Laffan).
Speakers: Nicola Maggini, David Moloney, Ariadna Ripoll Servent and Anja Thomas

27 November
Teach to Comply? Evidence from a Taxpayer Education Programme in Rwanda (Chair: Philipp Genschel)
Guest speaker: Giulia Mascagni

Europe in the World Research Seminars

24 January
Junior Players, Regional Games and Global Aspirations: Romania’s Initiative for a Balkan Alliance, 1957-1960
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Corina Mavrodin

14 February
The Wages of Containment: Foreign Aid, American Grand Strategy, and the Cold War in Europe and East Asia, 1945-1970
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher, and Corinna Unger
Speaker: James Lee

28 February
Power, Perceptions and the Long Winding Road to International Cooperation: Explaining Third Country Participation in CSDP Missions
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Madalina Dobrescu

14 March
Trojan Horses and Rotten Eggs: The Implications of China’s Infrastructural Financing in Southeast Europe
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Igor Rogelja

28 March
Converging and Conflicting Dynamics of Cooperation: European Counterterrorism Efforts in Sahel
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Silvia D’Amato

25 April
Big Data Driven Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice in
Europe
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Athina Sachoulidou

13 May
Book Launch: The Handbook of European Defence Policies and Armed Forces
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speakers: Fabrizio Coticchia, Hugo Meijer and Marco Wyss

23 May
Anomalies of the Wilsonian (Monadic) Democratic Peace in the Nineteenth Century: What can they tell us?
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: John Vasquez

30 May
Business Elites and the European Single Market
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Grace Ballor

2 October
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Robin Markwica and Corinna Unger

17 October
Institutions, Trust and the Governance of Traditional Security Industries
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Robin Markwica and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Moritz Weiss

5 December
The Case for Taking Universal Education Seriously in Foreign and Domestic Policies: The European Union, Vietnam and Poverty Reduction
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Robin Markwica and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Catherine Gegout

12 December
Nestlé’s Involvement in Agriculture, Public health and Humanitarian Programmes in Europe and Africa from the 1900s to the 1970s
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz, Robin Markwica and Corinna Unger
Speaker: Lola Wilhelm

Lectures

24 January
Ruling the Global Economy: Why is Money So Different from Trade?
12 November
The Normative Foundations of the Criminalisation of Migration: A Critique
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Judicial Cooperation / Deirdre Curtin
Speaker: Valsamis Mitsilegas

Film Screening and Panel Discussion

20 May
Where We Belong: Film Screening and Panel Discussion on the Future of Minorities in Post-ISIS Iraq
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Directions Programme / Georges Fahmi
Speakers: Miriam Puttick and Dario Bosio

Symposium

3 September
The State of Social and Political Conflict in Europe
Programme / Organiser: University College Dublin and Cornell University / Roland Erne
Speakers: Brigid Laffan, Argyrios Altiparmakis and Roland Erne

High-Level Policy Dialogues

18-19 February
Taxation Governance in Global Markets: Challenges, Risks and Opportunities
Programme / Organiser: Transformation of Global Governance Project / Jean Pisani-Ferry and George Papaconstantinou

20-21 June
The Governance of Climate Change: Making it work
Programme / Organiser: Transformation of Global Governance Project / Jean Pisani-Ferry and George Papaconstantinou

Book Launches

28 May
The European Union and Deprivation of Liberty
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Judicial Cooperation / Deirdre Curtin
Speaker: Leandro Mancano
Discussant: Giuseppe Martinico

11 October
The Charter and the Court of Justice of the European Union.

Notable Cases from 2016-2018
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Judicial Cooperation / Deirdre Curtin
Speaker: Aniel Pahladsing

Migration Working Group

29 January
Parties, Attitudes and Migration (Chair: James Dennison)
Speakers: Caroline Schultz, Philipp Lutz, Marc Hooghe, Anne-Marie Jeannet and Lenka Dražanová

26 February
Micro-governance of migration (Chair: Nick Dines)
Speakers: Andrea Pettrachin, Emma Leenders, Zeynep Balcıoglu and Davide Luca

26 March
Labour market integration of migrants and refugees (Chair: Lenka Dražanová)
Speakers: Selin Sivis, Sandra King-Savic and Rahela Jurkovic

30 April
Mobility/Immobility and Humanitarianism (Chair: Vanessa Grotti)
Speakers: Sevda Tunaboylu and Rachel Farell

28 May
Governing Religion and Addressing Violent Radicalisation: Empirical and Theoretical Insights (Chair: Ester Gallo)
Speakers: Anna Triandafyllidou, Gurpreet Mahajan, Richard McNeil-Willson and Michele Grossman

26 November
Asylum: Legal, Normative and Quantitative Perspectives
Organiser: Leila Hadj-Abdou.
Speakers: Eleonora Milazzo, Omar Hammoud Gallego and Michele Gigli
Appendix V

Training Courses

91 Total number of training courses at the Robert Schuman Centre

Comprised of

61 Training Courses
27 Online Training Courses / Seminars
3 MOOCs

Training Courses
(incl. Executive Training Seminars and Summer Schools)

28 - 29 January
Training Course: E-NACT Training on Data Protection
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Judicial Cooperation / Deirdre Curtin and Federica Casarosa

29 - 30 January
Professional Training Course: Anti Money Laundering
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

30 January – 1 February
Executive Training Seminar: Economy in War-torn Countries: Pathways to Recovery and Reconstruction
Programme / Organiser: School of Transnational Governance and Middle East Directions Programme / Luigi Narbone and Amr Adly

31 January - 02 February
Training Course: ENTraNCE for Judges 2019: Interaction of IP and Competition Law
Programme / Organiser: ENTraNCE / Pier Luigi Parcu

04 - 06 February
Professional Training Course: Smart Data Analytics for Banking and Finance
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

06 - 08 February
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation – Communications and Media Annual Training on Business Models, Innovation and Regulation of the Digital World 2018-19 Edition - Block 2 on Internet I: E-Commerce, Search and Video
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Communications and Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

18 - 20 February
Professional Training Course: Securitisation: Regulation and Practice
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

25 – 26 February 2019
Training Course: E-NACT Transnational Training on Asylum
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Judicial Cooperation / Deirdre Curtin and Madalina Moraru

27 February
Training Course: Banking Resolution
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti
Location: European Court of Auditors, Luxembourg

04 - 06 March
Professional Training Course: Panel Data for Banking Sector Analysts
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

04 – 06 March
Executive Training Seminar: Services, Trade and the UN Sustainable Development Goals - Which Policies Matter Most?
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman and Ben Shepherd

04 - 08 March
Training Course: Specialised Training on the Regulation of Gas Markets 2019
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Gas / Ilaria Conti

14 March
Training Course: Banking Resolution
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti
Location: European Court of Auditors, Luxembourg
18 - 20 March
Professional Training Course: Credit and the Macroeconomy: Leverage Cycles, Asset Prices and Crisis
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

01 - 03 April
Training Course: Non-Performing Exposures: Management Tools, Supervisory Profiles and Policy Goals
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

01 – 05 April
Programme / Organiser: CEER and Florence School of Regulation / Jean-Michel Glachant

08 - 10 April
Professional Training Course: Stress Testing the Financial Sector
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

11 - 13 April
Training Course: Florence Competition Programme Annual training 2018-19 - Third Residential Block on Merger Control
Programme/Organiser: Florence Competition Programme / Pier Luigi Parcu

12 April
Training Course: Remit: Getting up to Speed on Recent Legal and Practical Developments
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy Law / Anne Marie Keho.

15 - 17 April
Executive Training Seminar: Trade Negotiations in an Era of Uncertainty
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman and Robert Wolfe

23 - 24 April
Professional Training Course: Sovereign Debt Risks
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

24 - 26 April
Training Course: Future Grid Managers Programme
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Leonardo Meeus

13 May
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Matthias Finger

13 - 16 May
Professional Training Course: Regulation and Integration of Renewable Energy
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Mario Ragwitz

15 - 17 May
Professional Training Course: Empirical Methods in Banking and Policy Evaluation
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

15 - 17 May
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation – Communications and Media Annual Training on Business Models, Innovation and Regulation of the Digital World 2018-19 Edition - Block 3 on Internet II: Connected Smart World
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Communications and Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

20 - 22 May
Executive Training Seminar: Does Europe Need a Grand Strategy? Exploring Competing Visions for the EU’s Role in the World
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Marina Henke, Ulrich Krotz, Richard Maher and Robin Markwica

20 - 22 May
Professional Training Course: Financial Market Infrastructure in the Digital Age: a Focus on CCPs
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

03 - 05 June
Professional Training Course: Liquidity, Price Discovery and Market Design
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

03 - 07 June
Professional Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Annual Training on the Regulation of Energy Utilities. BLOCK III
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ignacio Pérez Arriaga

12 - 14 June
Executive Training Seminar: Evidence-Based Policy-Making: From Data to Decision-Making
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Gaby Umbach and Caterina Francesca Guidi

17 - 19 June
Professional Training Course: MIFID II/MIFIR: Evolution and Revolution
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

24 - 26 June
Professional Training Course: The Economics of Insurance Markets
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser
24 - 28 June
**Summer School:** Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom Summer School for Journalists and Media Practitioners 2019 on Covering Political Campaigns in the Age of Data, Algorithms and Artificial Intelligence
Programme / Organiser: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom / Pier Luigi Parcu

24 - 28 June
**Summer School:** Summer School on Regulation of Energy Utilities
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Energy / Carlos Batlle

24 June- 05 July
**Summer School:** 15th Migration Summer School: Bridging the Gaps: Connecting Research, Public Debates and Policy-Making
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes and Martin Ruhs

26 - 28 June
**Executive Training Seminar:** The Future of Rules of Origin and Utilization Rates
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman and Stefano Inama

27 – 28 June
**Executive Training Seminar:** The New World of Financial Stability
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

08 - 10 July
**Executive Training Seminar:** China’s Global Ambitions in the Age of Xi Jinping: Envisioning Multiple Scenarios
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Giovanni Andornino and Giorgia Giovannetti

10 - 12 July
**Executive Training Seminar:** Revitalising Rule-making and Dispute Resolution in the WTO
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman and Chad Bown

11 - 12 July
**Professional Training Course:** Power to the Molecules (from technology to market uptake)
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation Gas / Ilaria Conti

11 - 13 July
**Executive Training Seminar:** The Resurgence of Russia’s Global Outreach: Challenges and Opportunities
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Giovanni Andornino and Giorgia Giovannetti

05 – 06 September
**Training Course:** Banking Sector Economics
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser
Location: European Commission, Brussels

19 – 21 September
**Training Course:** Future Challenges for Network Operators in Changing Times for the European Union
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Jean-Michel Glachant

20 - 21 September
**Executive Training Seminar:** Executive Training ENEDIS
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

23 - 25 September
**Professional Training Course:** Macro-Prudential Policy: a Quantitative Approach
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

09 - 11 October
**Professional Training Course:** Valuation in Derivative Markets
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

17 - 18 October
**Professional Training Course:** Prudential Risks and Policies in the European Insurance Sector
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

17 - 18 October
**Executive Training Seminar:** Executive Course to Master Electricity Markets
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Mara Rădulescu

23 October
**Training Course:** How to Write a Competitive Proposal for Horizon 2020
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre /

23 – 25 October
**Autumn School:** Natural Resources and Geopolitics in the MENA: Disruptions, Transformations and Pathways
Programme / Organiser: Middle East Direction Programme / Luigi Narbone, Fiona Barsoum and Alain Kfoury
24 October  
**Training Course:** Getting Ready for Horizon Europe  
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / 

28 - 30 October  
**Professional Training Course:** Climate Change Risks Hidden within Financial Institutions' Balance Sheets  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

04 - 06 November  
**Professional Training Course:** Own Funds, MREL and TLAC  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

20 - 22 November  
**Professional Training Course:** Autumn School on Fintech  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

26 – 28 November  
**Training Course:** Energy Innovation Bootcamp  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Miguel Vázquez

27 - 29 November  
**Professional Training Course:** Forecasting for Banking Using Time Series Methods  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

02 December  
**Training Course:** Digital Marketing Campaigns  
Programme / Organiser: Schuman Centre / 

09 - 12 December  
**Training Course:** Joint Florence School of Regulation - Communications and Media and Florence Competition Programme Annual Training on Competition & Regulation for the Digital Era. Second block: Electronic Communications and Media Regulation  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications and Media and Florence Competition Programme / Pier Luigi Parcu

2 April  
**Online Seminar:** Decrypting Sustainable Finance.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance and Florence School of Regulation / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

17 January  
**Online Seminar:** Debt Sustainability Analysis in Normal and Crisis Times.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

8 February  
**Online Seminar:** Liquidity Resolution.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

08 October 2018 – 08 February  
**Online Training Course:** The Regulation of the Power Sector  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Ignacio Pérez Arriaga

15 October 2018 – 12 May  
**Online Training Course:** Annual Training on the Regulation of Energy Utilities. Block II  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Mara Rădulescu

07 November 2018 – 15 May  
**Online Training Course:** Introduction to the Regulation of Gas Markets.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Ilaria Conti.

11 February – 24 June  
**Online Training Course:** Regulation for Universal Access to Energy.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Ignacio Pérez Arriaga

27 February  
**Online Seminar:** Stress Testing: a Primer.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

6 March – 3 May  
**Online Training Course:** EU Gas Network Codes.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Ilaria Conti.

15 May  
**Online Seminar:** The Economy of Risk in Insurance.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

17 May – 12 July  
**Online Training Course:** The European Energy Transition: Actors, Factors, Sectors.  
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Jean-Michel Glachant.
24 June
**Online Masterclass**: Masterclass on Securitisation.
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

26 June
**Online Seminar**: The EU Banking Package.
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

27 August
**Online Seminar**: The Digitalization of Money.
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

3 September
**Online Seminar**: Financial Stability and Insurance Markets.
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

18 September
**Online Seminar**: The Investment Bank of the Future: Trends in Technology and Innovation
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

23 September – 3 December
**Online Training Course**: EU Electricity Network Codes
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Leonardo Meeus

2 October
**Online Seminar**: Fighting the Next Financial Crisis
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

7 October – 29 November
**Online Training Course**: Regulatory Delivery
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Jorge Vasconcelos and Lucila de Almeida

14 October – 03 May 2020
**Online Training Course**: Annual Training on the Regulation of Energy Utilities. Block II
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Mara Rădulescu

24 October
**Online Seminar**: Artificial Intelligence and Systemic Risk
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

4 November
**Online Seminar**: Lessons for Central Banking from the Euro Area Crisis
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

18 November
**Online Seminar**: What is the Bank Business Model Today?
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

18 November – 20 March 2020
**Online Training Course**: The Regulation of the Power Sector
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Regulation / Ignacio Pérez Arriaga

11 December
**Online Seminar**: Liquidity Stress Testing for Investment Funds
Programme / Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti and Pierre Schlosser

**MOOCs**

**Governing Religion: European Challenges and Asian Approaches**
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Anna Triandafyllidou and Tina Magazzini

**Religion, Radicalisation, Resilience**
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Anna Triandafyllidou and Tina Magazzini

**Culture in the Digital Age**
Programme / Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Anna Triandafyllidou and Jérémie Molho
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People

Faculty

Full-Time Professors

**DINAS, Elias**: Joint Chair (with SPS Department), Swiss Chair in Federalism, Democracy and International Governance.

**GEDDES, Andrew**: Robert Schuman Chair in Migration Studies, Director of the Migration Policy Centre.

**GENSCHEL, Philipp**: Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in European Public Policy.

**HOEKMAN, Bernard**: Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the Global Governance Programme research area: ‘Global Economics’.

**KROTZ, Ulrich**: Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in International Relations, Director of the Global Governance Programme research area: ‘Europe in the World’.

**KURTZ, Jürgen**: Joint Chair (with Law Department) in International Economic Law.

**LAFFAN, Brigid**: Director of Robert Schuman Centre for Advance Studies, Global Governance Programme and European Governance and Politics Programme.

**LEVINE, David**: Joint Chair (with Economics Department) in Economics.

**MARIMÓN, Ramón**: Joint Chair (with Economics Department) and Pierre Werner Programme Chair.

**MONTI, Giorgio**: Joint Chair (with Law Department) in Competition Law.

**RUHS, Martin**: Robert Schuman Chair in Migration Studies, Deputy Director of the Migration Policy Centre.

**TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna**: Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the Global Governance Programme research area: ‘Cultural Diversity’.

Part-Time Professors

**ANDORNINO, Giovanni Battista**: Global Governance Programme.

**ASCARI, Sergio**: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

**BATLLE, Carlos**: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

**BAUBÖCK, Rainer**: Global Governance Programme.

**BICCHI, Federica**: Global Governance Programme.

**BORGHESI, Simone**: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

**CARLETTI, Elena**: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

**CARRERA NÚÑEZ, Sergio**: Migration Policy Centre.

**CASSIS, Youssef**: Robert Schuman Centre.

**COLLOMBIER, Virginie**: Middle East Directions.

**CORRELJÉ, Adriaan**: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

**DAHER, Joseph**: Middle East Directions Programme.

**DE NICOLÒ, Gianni**: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

**DE WITTE, Bruno**: European Governance and Politics Programme.

**DEL SARTO, Raffaella**: BORDERLANDS.

**DENNISON, James**: Migration Policy Centre.

**FARGUES, Philippe**: Robert Schuman Centre.

**FINGER, Matthias**: Florence School of Regulation, Transport.

**FUMAGALLI, Elena**: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

**GLACHANT, Jean-Michel**: Robert Schuman Chair, Florence School of Regulation / Loyola de Palacio Energy Policy Programme.

**GRAZIANO, Paolo**: European Governance and Politics Programme.

**GROTTI, Vanessa**: EUBorderCare.

Programme Director

**NARBONE Luigi**: Director of the Middle East Directions Programme.
HAKVOORT, Rudi: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

HANCHER, Leigh: Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law.

HÉRITIER, Adrienne: A Centralisation of Rulemaking in Europe?

JONES, Christopher: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

LEAUTIER, Thomas-Olivier: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

MARCELLINO, Massimiliano: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

MEEUS, Leonardo: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

MONTERO-PASCUAL, Juan: Florence School of Regulation, Transport.

MONTI, Giorgio: Florence Competition Programme.

ORGAD, Liav: Global Citizenship Law.

PARCU, Pier Luigi: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom / Florence School of Regulation, Communications & Media / Florence Competition Programme.

PÉREZ ARRIAGA, José: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

PIEBALGS, Andris: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

PISANI-FERRY, Jean: Tommaso Padoa Schioppa Chair.

POTOTSCHNIG, Alberto: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

RAGWITZ, Mario: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

RECCHI, Ettore: Migration Policy Centre.

ROQUES, Fabien: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

ROY, Olivier: Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in Mediterranean Studies.

SAUSSIER, Stéphane: Florence School of Regulation, Water.

STEINMO, Sven: Robert Schuman Centre.

STRAND, Magnus: A Centralisation of Rulemaking in Europe?

TORNASE, Emiliano: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

UMBACH, Gaby: Global Governance Programme.

VIEGAS DE VASCONCELOS, Jorge: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

Emeritus Professor

BLONDEL Jean.

Research Fellows

BHAGWAT, Pradyumna: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

BOTTA, Marco: Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media / Florence Competition Programme.

BROGI, Elda: Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom.

BRUMAT, Leiza: Migration Policy Centre.

CARROZZA, Chiara: Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media.

CASAROSA, Federica: Centre for Judicial Cooperation.

COLLOMBIER, Virginie: Middle East Directions.

DENNISON, James: Migration Policy Centre.

DŽANKIĆ, Jelena: Global Governance Programme.

FAHMI, Georges: Middle East Directions.

FAVIER, Agnes: Middle East Directions.

FIORINI, Matteo: Global Governance Programme.

GUIDI, Caterina: Global Governance Programme.

HADJ ABDOU, Leila: Migration Policy Centre.

HADUSH, Samson: Migration Policy Centre.

HOXHAJ, Rezart: Migration Policy Centre.

ISAAKYAN, Irina: Global Governance Programme.

KRÖGER, Sandra: Robert Schuman Centre.

LANATI, Mauro: Migration Policy Centre.

MAHER, Richard: Global Governance Programme.

MEDDEB, Hamza: Middle East Directions.

MOLHO, Jérémy: Global Governance Programme.

MORARU, Madalina: Centre for Judicial Cooperation.

OSTLING, Alina: Global Governance Programme.

PAPUMBO, Letizia: Migration Policy Centre.

PUCCIO, Laura: Global Governance Programme.

RICARD-GUAY, Alexandra: Global Governance Programme / Migration Policy Centre.

SANCHEZ, Gabriella: Migration Policy Centre.

SCHLOSSER, Pierre: Florence School of Banking and Finance.
VERDE, Stefano: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

ZUCCOTTI, Carolina: Migration Policy Centre.

Research/Project Assistants with at least a half-time contract

AL- JABASSINI, Abdullah: Middle East Directions.
ALLOISIO, Isabella: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
ARRIGHI DE CASANOVA, Jean-Thomas: Global Citizenship Law.
BARSOUM, Fiona: Middle East Directions.
BELLACCI, Ilaria: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
BERNARDO, Daniela: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
BHAGWAT, Swetha: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
BRADLEY, Adrien: Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa Chair.
CALLAGHAN, Helen: Robert Schuman Centre.
CANESTRINI, Chiara: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
CAPASSO, Matteo: Global Governance Programme.
CARELLA, Mariaclaudia: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
CARLINI, Roberta Maria: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom.
CASCELLA, Marina: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
CATANZARITI, Mariavittoria. Centre for Judicial Cooperation.
CEKOVIC, Ivana: Florence School of Regulation, Gas.
CHALCRAFT, Jasper: Global Governance Programme.
CICCHI, Lorenzo: European Governance and Politics Programme.
CONTI, Ilaria: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
CORSANI, Lorenzo: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom.
DABROWSKI, Jessica: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
DE ALMEIDA, Lucila: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
DEUTSCHMANN, Emanuel: Migration Policy Centre.
DI MAURO, Danilo: Global Governance Programme.
DOLFI, Gianluca: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
DŽANKIĆ, Jelena: Global Governance Programme.
FERRARI, Alessandro: Global Governance Programme.
FRATTINA DELLA FRATTINA, Christopher: Middle East Directions.
GALDI, Giulio: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
GALLI, Francesca: Centre for Judicial Cooperation.
GIAMBERINI, Giorgio: Robert Schuman Centre.
GIRON ESTRADA, Diego: Global Governance Programme.
GRIAZNOVA, Olga: Global Governance Programme.
HWIJEH, Lama: Middle East Directions.
IGLIOZZI, Roberta: Robert Schuman Centre.
IORIO, Elena: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.
ISAAKYAN, Irina: Global Governance Programme.
JACOMELLA, Gabriela: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom.
JEANNET, Anne-Marie: Migration Policy Centre.
KAREMANS, Johannes: A Centralisation of Rulemaking in Europe?
KEHOE, Anne Marie: Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law.
KFOURY, Alain: Middle East Directions.
KINDEL, Matthias: Global Governance Programme.
KOSTRZ, Marie: Middle East Directions.
LAPENKOVA, Irina: Florence School of Regulation, Transport.
LEPOUTRE, Jules: Global Citizenship Law.
LOVELESS, Matthew: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom.
MAGAZZINI, Tina: Global Governance Programme.
MALAKASIS, Cynthia: EUBorderCare.
MALLEUX, Carlos: Robert Schuman Centre.
MANETTI, Giovanni: Migration Policy Centre.
MARKWICA, Robin: Global Governance Programme.
MOLHO, Jérémie: Global Governance Programme.
MORGANTI, Barbara: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

NENADIĆ, Drazen: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

NENADIĆ, Iva: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom.

NERI, Tommaso: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

NORI, Michele: Global Governance Programme.

NOUICER, Athir: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

OLCZAK, Maria: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

PALUMBO, Letizia: Global Governance Programme.

PARKER, Bailey: Professor Sven Steinmo.

PEDRESCHI, Luigi: European Governance and Politics Programme.

PETIT, Christy Ann: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

PETTRACHIN, Andrea: Migration Policy Centre.

PIGNERI, Laura: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Middle East Directions.

PISTILLI, Antonio: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

POPOVA, Martina: Global Governance Programme.

QUAGLIARIELLO, Chiara: EUBorderCare.

RĂDULESCU, Mara: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

REIF, Valerie: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

RICARD-GUAY, Alexandra: Global Governance Programme.

ROSSETTO, Nicolò: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

SAHRAOUI, Nina: EUBorderCare.

SANTI, Filippo: Global Governance Programme.

SAWAN, Maya: Middle East Directions.

SCHILLACI DRAŽANOVÁ, Lenka: Migration Policy Centre.

SCHITTEKATTE, Tim: Florence School of Regulation, Energy & Climate.

SCHLOSSER, Pierre: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

SERAFIMOVA, Teodora: Florence School of Regulation, Transport.

SILEI, David: Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media.

SIMPSON-BELL, Chima. Pierre Werner Chair Programme.

SMOLENSKA, Agnieszka: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

SOLIDORO, Silvia: Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media.

STEINBERG, Lucien: Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom.

TALLE, Stefan: European Governance and Politics Programme.

TREVISAN, Jan: Florence School of Banking and Finance.

VAN DER BAAREN, Lucas Jan: Global Governance Programme.

VANNUCHI, Stefano: Middle East Directions.

VIOLA DE AZEVEDO CUNHA, Mario: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom.

WILLSON, Richard: Global Governance Programme.

Jean Monnet Fellows

Jean Monnet Fellows 2018/19


BEVERELLI, Cosimo: WTO, Global Value Chains and Labour Market Polarization.

CHALCRAFT, Jasper: European University Institute, Governing Heritage and Making Minorities: Transnational uses of difficult and endangered heritage.

DINES, Nicholas: European University Institute, Rethinking Cultural Pluralism from the Global South: Diversity management regimes in Rabat/Casablanca and Cape Town.

DRIESEN, Michael: John Cabot University, The Global Politics of Interreligious Dialogue.

EILSTRUP-SANGIOVANNI, Mette: Cambridge University, Institutional Design and Political Dynamics of Trans-Governmental Networks.

GALEOTTI, Mark: Prague Institute for International Relations, Governance as Battlefield and Opportunity: the EU and Russia’s active measures challenge.

HUGHES, Kirsty: Cambridge University, The Human Rights of
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Migrants: EU nationals in the EU post-Brexit.

TAS, Onur: TOBB University Ankara, How Efficient is EU Public Procurement? Analysis of competition and collusion.

TOSHKOV, Dimitar: Leiden University, Does Immigration from Eastern Europe Fuel Euroscepticism?

Jean Monnet Fellows 2019/20


CUSUMANO, Eugenio: Leiden University, Maritime Rescue: International norm contestation and migrations across the Mediterranean.

GEGOUT, Catherine: University of Nottingham, The EU and the Developing World: Protectionism and Exploitation, or Economic and Social Development?

MAGGINI, Nicola: University of Florence, New Challenges for Representative Democracy: The changing political space in Western Europe.

RIPOLL SERVENT, Ariadna: University of Bamberg, Under the Shadow of Populism: Understanding the influence of EU Members in national party leaderships.

SVENSSON, Sarah: Central European University, When Borders Return: The response of European cross-border regional institutions to attitudes and policies of securitization and re-bordering.


Max Weber Fellows 2019/20

D’AMATO, Silvia: James Madison University, A Perfect Storm? Transnational terrorism and contradictory dynamics in European counterterrorism cooperation.

DIETZ, Sebastian: European University Institute, The Political Economy of Indirect Governance.

FARGUES, Emilien: University of Lille 2, Unsuitable for Citizenship: A global perspective on exclusion from the national community.


PROCTER, Caitlin: University of Oxford, Precarious Politics: the migration networks and trajectories of Palestinian refugee youth from Gaza to Europe.

REIJERS, Wessel: Dublin City University, Governance Technology: Mediating global citizenship.


ZEDERMAN, Mathilde: SOAS University of London, Islamist Exile Politics in Europe in a Comparative Perspective: Dynamics of exile, activism and return.

Max Weber Fellows 2018/19

D’AMATO, Silvia: James Madison University, A Perfect Storm? Transnational terrorism and contradictory dynamics in European counterterrorism cooperation.

DOBRESCU, Madalina: College of Europe Natolin, Power, Perceptions and the Long Winding Road to International Cooperation: Explaining third country participation in CSDP missions.


IAKOVIDIS, Iakovos: Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Role of Religion in International Relations.

KNAPS, Anna: European University Institute, International Law and International Relations.

MOLTENI, Francesco: European University Institute, Monetary and Fiscal Policy, International Macroeconomics and International Finance.

PAPADIA, Andrea: European University Institute, The Historical Evolution of Fiscal institutions from the 19th Century until Today at the Municipal Level for Brazil.

REIJERS, Wessel: Dublin City University, Governance Technology: Mediating global citizenship.

WESTERWINTER, Oliver: University of St Gallen, The Origins of Informal Governance in World Politics.


ZEDERMAN, Mathilde: SOAS University of London, Islamist Exile Politics in Europe in a Comparative Perspective: Dynamics of exile, activism and return.
Marie Skłodowska - Curie Fellows (and similar)


CAPONIO, Tiziana: Migration Policy in Multi-Level Political Settings: City network in Europe and North-America.


EU and EP Fellows


Robert Schuman Fellows

BROCKMANN, Hilke: Jacobs University.

COEN, David: University College London (Global Governance Programme).

DEL SARTO, Raffaella: Johns Hopkins University.

FALKNER, Gerda: University of Vienna.

GROSSMAN, Michele: Deakin University (Global Governance Programme).

HOOGHE, Liesbet: University of North Caroline at Chapel Hill (Global Governance Programme).

ISAR, Yudhishthir Raj: (Global Governance Programme).

KOOPMANS, Ruud: WZB Berlin Social Science Centre (Global Citizenship Law).

KRÖGER, Sandra: University of Exeter.

LEVITT, Peggy: Wellesley College (Global Governance Programme).

MAHAJAN, Gurpreet: Jawaharlal Nehru University (Global Governance Programme).

MARKS, Gary: University of North Caroline at Chapel Hill (Global Governance Programme).

MARU, Mehari Taddele: Migration Policy Centre.

NELSON, Douglas: Murphy Institute of Political Economy (Global Governance Programme).

SCHIMMELFENNIG, Frank: ETH Zürich (Global Governance Programme).

VAN PARIJS, Philippe: Catholic University of Louvain (Global Governance Programme).

Visiting Fellows

AMADIO VICERÉ, Maria Giulia: LUISS.

avery, Graham: St Antony’s College Oxford.

BJØRNEBYE, Henrik: University of Oslo.

BOUSSAGUET, Laurie: University of Rouen and Science Po Paris.

CALLAGHAN, Helen: European University Institute.

CASSIS, Youssef: European University Institute.

CETIN, Elif: University of Cambridge.

CORSI, Cecilia: University of Florence.

DE BARROS CORREIA, Tiago: Brazilian Electricity Regulatory Authority ANEEL.

DE FEO, Alfredo: European College of Parma and European University Institute.

DE FILIPPI, Primavera: CERSA/CNRS/University of Paris II.

DINES, Nick: European University Institute.

EILSTRUP-SANGIOVANNI, Mette: University of Cambridge.

ERCE, Aitor: European Stability Mechanism.

FAGGELLA, Chiara: Stockholm University.

FARGUES, Philippe: European University Institute.

FEIL, Alex: Brazilian Electricity Regulatory Agency.

FENNELLY, David: University of Dublin.

GARZIA, Diego: University of Lucerne.

GERRAND, Vivian: Deakin University.

GIOVANNETTI, Giorgia: University of Florence.

GOINARD, Myriam: European Parliament.

GRESKOVITS, Béla: Central European University.

GUIDI, Caterina: European University Institute.

HAENNI, Patrick: Humanitarian Dialogue Centre.

HOOGHE, Liesbet: University of North Caroline at Chapel Hill.

HUHTA, Kaisa: University of Eastern Finland.

KARATANI, Rieko: Kansai University.
KAWATO, Hideaki: Nihon University.

KRZYKOWSKI, Michał: University of Warmia and Mazury.


LÜBBE, Anna: University of Applied Sciences, Fulda.

MAMMONE, Andrea: University of London.

MARIOSOLA, Heikki: University of Helsinki.

MARKS, Gary: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

MAVROIDIS, Petros: Columbia Law School.

MICHALAKEA, Taygeti: Ludwig Maximilian University.

MICHEL, Hélène: University of Strassbourg.

MICKLITZ, Hans: European University Institute.

MIRCEA, Valentin: Mircea and Partners Law Firm.


POESCHEL, Friedrich Gerd: OECD.

RANCI, Pippo: European University Institute.

RENTON, James: European University Institute.

ROSE, Richard: University of Aberdeen.

SALOMON, Margot: LSE.

SARDOČ, Mitja: Educational Research Institute.

SASSATELLI, Monica: Goldsmiths, University of London.

SCHEIERTZER, Robert: University of Toronto.

SCHWOK, René: University of Geneva.

SCOONES, Ian: University of Sussex.

SCRINZI, Francesca: European University Institute.

TASCÓN FERNÁNDEZ, Luis Julio: University of Oviedo.

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna: Ryerson University.

TZENG, Rueyling: Academia Sinica Taiwan.

UMBACH, Gaby: European University Institute and European Parliament.


VINK, Maarten: University of Maastricht.

VLAGSMA, Remco: independent researcher.

WAGNER, Wolfgang: Free University Amsterdam.

WESTERWINTER, Oliver: University of St Gallen.

YILDIRIM, Aydin: World Trade Institute.

---

**Administrative Staff**

**Academic Administrator**

GOEI, Mei Lan

**Executive Coordinator**

LINSENmann, Ingo

**Project Managers**

CAU, Elena

DEVINE, Ian

DI BARTOLOMEO, Donato

HRISTOVA, Ilina

MAZZETTI, Claudio

WIELGO, Jo

**Administrative Coordinator**

BECK, Sarah

**Communication Specialist**

TORTA, Elena

**Webmaster**

OTTAVIANO, Simone

**Web Developer**

IGLIOZZI, Roberta

**Multimedia Specialist**

GÖTZELMANN, Matthias

**Graphic Designer**

GIAMBERINI, Giorgio

**Administrative Assistants**

BETTIN, Valentina

BOURSIER, Aurélie

BURBRIDGE, Ciara

CALDINI, Alessandra

CAVALLARI, Monique

DICU, Ana Maria

ELIA, Francesca

HILTROP, Julia
IORIO, Elena
LANFRANCHI, Angelika
LYON, Christine
PARIMBELLI, Elena
RALAISON, Naïs
SAUGMAN, Mia
SPAGNOLI, Elisabetta
ST JOHN, Sarah

Trainees
BERTINI, Renée
CAMMILLI, Elena
CODA, Giulia
FIORE, Silvia
TARASCO, Chiara

The Robert Schuman Centre also benefitted from the services of the financial officers from the Budget and Financial Affairs Service; a computing site-officer from ICT Service, and porters from the Real Estate and Facilities Service.
The European Commission supports the EUI through the European Union budget. This publication reflects the views only of the author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.